Maemo 2nd Migration Timesheet
February
ID
Item
IPHH
HFA
CS
SS
SPS
SSW
DT
TD

HiFo Approval
Contracts signing
Server shipment
Server physical set up
Server sw setup
Data transfer
Testing deployment

10/02/2013
11/02/2013
12/02/2013
13/02/2013
14/02/2013
15/02/2013
16/02/2013
17/02/2013
18/02/2013
19/02/2013
20/02/2013
21/02/2013
22/02/2013
23/02/2013
24/02/2013
25/02/2013
26/02/2013
27/02/2013
28/02/2013
Predecessors
Comments (qwazix)

HFA
HFA
SS
SPS
SSW
DT

See comments
here ==>

Comments (warfare)

I'm putting 3 in case it takes longer

Should take around 2 working days shipping costs TBD on Monday, should be <300

re: warfare's comment --->
I agree, and even if they will not provide for
another year, we can go to Hetzner
(solution 2) anytime within 15 working days
(See below)

I think, IPHH is the cheapest and
safest for a year. If they won't
continue, they will let us know well
in advance and this buys us lots of
time, to get our infrastructure
straightened out.

will 2 days for integration and test suffice?

Hetzner
HFA HiFo Approval
SOP Servers order & payment

HFA

HZ
SSW
DT
TD

SOP
HZ
SSW
DT

Server setup by Hetzner
Server software setup
Data transfer
Testing deployment

Does Hetzner provide servers
immediately?

Osuosl
HFA
LEG
CS
SPS
SSW
DT
TD

HiFo Approval
legal check
Contracts signing
Server physical set up
Server sw setup
Data transfer
Testing deployment

Legend

Comments (DocScrutinizer)
Comments (other)
Total costs: <300 for hw-upgrade, 100..300 shipping 0/mo

Sometimes takes up to 24 hours, if
they need paperwork

DNS transfer?
I second warfare's comment <-Total costs: 400€ setup. <300/mo

two days definitely are enough. Usually 24h max

Total costs: setup >>600€(CoLo shipping), ???/mo

HFA
LEG
LEG
SPS
SSW
DT

I didn't even consider shipping
the iron to the US
This timeline is for getting
rootservers or VM's
General Comments

Depending on us to speed
up
Not depending on us
Critical end date
Slack/Uncertainty
I find this timeline too packed, and it is
easy to lose a day or two for some reason
(somebody sick, shipping delays or other
unpredictable things) so while there is
some slack in HiFo's approval, quick
approval is of paramount importance as it
is better to have the slack at the end rather
than eat it all from the beginning.

Moving maemo out of EU and to US legislative might be
incompatible to usage terms of maemo. US has weaker
privacy protection and possibly higher risk for patent trolls
shipping UPS: 48h:1300€, 7d:630€
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